
RICKMANSWORTH SCHOOL: LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLAN - MUSIC - YEAR 13
Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more

Year Group: 13 Autumn Term 1 Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1 Summer Term 2

Topic Name

Topic Key
Concepts/Knowledge

Solo Performance:
● Completed in school under

appropriate
exam/controlled
conditions

● Internally marked
● Marked out of 30
● 15% weighting

Free Composition:
● Completed in school under

appropriate
exam/controlled
conditions

● Internally marked
● Marked out of 30
● 15% weighting

General wrap up of gaps from
previous term, i.e. content not
covered in time, missed work,
absentees

Trial Exam:
● Preparation for externally

assessed summer exam
● 40% weighting
● Review of content in line

with exam requirements
● Series of Practise Exam

Questions
● Independent student

tracking i.e. self identifying
gaps in knowledge and using
resources appropriately

● Effective Revision recap
● Effective use of Focus On

Sound to aid revision
● Walking Talking Mock recap

Grade Prediction Conversation:

● One to one discussion of
grade likely to be achieved
based on current data
available - linked to Parents
Evening

Brief Composition:
● Formally begin controlled

conditions for Brief
Composition

● Marked out of 30
● 15% weighting

Ensemble Performance:
● Formally begin Ensemble

Performance - arranging
music and setting
performance dates

Continued Revision and recap of
Areas of Study/Set Works from
Autumn term 2

Preparation for second trial
exam

Weekly Booster Session starts:
x1 per cycle

Bright Sparks Seminar Concert:
Festival Hall

Brief Composition:
● continue working in controlled

conditions for Brief Composition
with submission deadline by the
end of term

● Marked out of 30
● 15% weighting

Ensemble Performance:
● continue working on Ensemble

Performance pieces with
submission deadline by the end
of term

Students can submit work at any
point once reviewed. In this instance,
students will continue to revisie and
recap Areas of Study/Set Works from
Autumn term 2 completing practise
questions and practise papers.

Sit second Trial Exam

Weekly Booster Session continues:
x1 per cycle

Coursework wrap up:
● Any remaining coursework

completed in line with exam
board submission date

Exam Preparation:
● Preparation for externally

assessed summer exam
● 40% weighting
● Review of content in line with

exam requirements
● Series of Practise Exam

Questions
● Independent student tracking

i.e. self identifying gaps in
knowledge and using
resources appropriately

● Effective Revision recap
● Effective use of Focus On

Sound to aid revision
● Walking Talking Mock recap

Study Leave

Extra-Curricular
opportunities

Students at GCSE are strongly
encouraged to join at least one
Music extra-curricular activity.
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Opportunities to
develop the whole
student
(Ricky R’s)

The study of Music engages
students in a variety of learning
experiences that require all
aspects of the Ricky Learner to
be utilized. Theses vary across
the course and some are more
prevalent than others, but each
student will excel in their own
way through the
implementation of the Ricky
R’s.
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